
What does it mean to lead an initiative? What is involved? Is 
there a playbook? 

YES! We’re glad you asked! 

Essentially, you act as the project manager — setting the timeframe for delivery, assembling 
a working group, and driving consensus to deliver a final recommended best practice or 
industry standard result that CLOC can stand behind and recommend.  We’ve outlined the 
basic steps below.  As always, feel free to reach out to info@cloc.orgor any member of the 
Leadership Team for guidance or help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Clearly define the goal of the initiative. Because these can be lofty and broad, do try 
to narrow the scope or at least define it as much as possible upfront. 

 

 

 



2. Set the timeframe. Create a high level project plan that simply includes dates of 
major milestones such as assembling your working group, gathering examples, 
forming a draft proposal, and delivering the final product. 

 

3. Gather the troops. Send a message out to CLOC members, your contacts in the 
industry, and your social media outlets to assemble a working group of volunteers. 
Aim to get as broad a representation of the industry as possible.  Try to include legal 
departments of various sizes, geographies and industries as well as representatives 
from other members of the legal ecosystem (law firms, LPOs, technology providers, 
schools, etc.). 

 

4. Gather examples. Ask the working group to share with you or send you any final work 
product or best practices that they have seen in their roles or elsewhere. Remember to 
let folks know not to share any pricing or related information that might violate antitrust 
guidelines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Create a proposal. Once you have gathered a broad set of examples, you will want to 
comb through them to find commonalities and try to understand why there might be 
differences. Depending on the size of your working group, you may want to assemble a 
smaller group of less than 10 people who can help with the heavy lifting. This smaller 
group will ideally include individuals who have had success in this area or have some 
level of expertise. Again, broad industry representation is still advisable.  With this 
smaller working group, gain a better understanding of the best practices based on the 
examples you have received and put forth a draft proposal for your initiative. This will be 
the longest and most work intensive phase of your project. 

 

6. Gather input and feedback. Present the draft proposal to the larger working group and 
welcome thoughts and edits. Again, depending on the size and location of your working 
group members, this can take various formats from in person meetings to conference 
calls to commenting over email.  This may also take several iterations and it will be 
impossible to get everyone to agree on everything, but make sure many perspectives are 
heard and considered. 

 

7. Present your final recommendation. Get final sign off on the proposal or recommendation 
from a member of the CLOC Leadership Team. 
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8. Celebrate! Be proud of your accomplishment and knowing that you have contributed to 
shaping of the future of the legal industry! CLOC will work with you to get the news out 
and to get other groups to endorse the initiative and spread the word. 
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